For Immediate Release
IIJ GIO Infrastructure P2 Registered with ISMAP
TOKYO - December 21, 2021 - Internet Initiative Japan Inc. (TSE1: 3774), one of Japan's leading Internet
access and comprehensive network solutions providers, today announced that its cloud service IIJ GIO
Infrastructure P2 (IIJ GIO P2) was registered on December 20, 2021, on the cloud services list as a service
meeting the security standards of the Information System Security Management and Assessment Program
(ISMAP) for government information systems.
ISMAP is a program designed to have cloud services assessed and registered in advance as meeting the security
requirements of the Japanese government so as to ensure a level of security and facilitate smooth introduction
in government procurement of cloud services. In principle, governmental organizations procure cloud services
from those registered on the ISMAP cloud services list.
IIJ GIO P2 is an IaaS combining the benefits of public and private clouds into one, enabling customers to use
it by freely combining servers and storage according to their system features and applications.
IIJ has made efforts to date on IIJ GIO P2 such as obtaining certification under international standards
(ISO/IEC 27017:2015) on cloud security and receiving SOC 1 and SOC 2 reports from independent auditors
on the effectiveness of internal control, thereby ensuring that customers can use it with peace of mind as a
cloud service with high security and transparency.
■ For more on the initiatives on certification for IIJ services (list of certifications):
https://www.iij.ad.jp/svcsol/certificate/
(available in Japanese only)
■ For more on IIJ GIO P2:
https://www.iij.ad.jp/en/biz/p2/
IIJ will continue to facilitate use of cloud services for government information systems and other customers in
the public and private sectors as well as strive to keep enhancing service quality to provide increasingly secure
and highly reliable cloud services.

About IIJ
Founded in 1992, IIJ is one of Japan's leading Internet-access and comprehensive network solutions
providers. IIJ and its group companies provide total network solutions that mainly cater to high-end
corporate customers. IIJ's services include high-quality Internet connectivity services, systems integration,
cloud computing services, security services and mobile services. Moreover, IIJ has built one of the largest
Internet backbone networks in Japan that is connected to the United States, the United Kingdom and Asia.
IIJ was listed on the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 2006. For more information about IIJ,
visit the IIJ website at https://www.iij.ad.jp/en/.
The statements within this release contain forward-looking statements about our future plans that involve
risk and uncertainty. These statements may differ materially from actual future events or results.
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